“Let us think of education as the means of developing our greatest abilities,
because in each of us there is a private hope and dream which, fulfilled, can
be translated into benefit for everyone and greater strength for our nation.”
John F. Kennedy
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Become a Class Sponsor!
In Partnership
Colorado “I Have a Dream”® Foundation’s (CIHAD) award-winning
program to “adopt” whole classes of elementary-age youth is developed in
partnership with a Class Sponsor. The Sponsorship represents the ultimate
opportunity with the organization to make a lasting and dramatic difference
in the lives of Denver youth and their communities.
The Class Sponsor and CIHAD join forces to make a 10-year commitment
to a group of young people living in the city’s most socio-economically
disadvantaged neighborhoods or attending its most struggling schools. The goal of the long-term partnership is
to provide those youth with the guaranteed comprehensive support and trusting relationships they need so high
school graduation becomes the rule, not the exception. When they complete high school, partial educational
financial support awaits them.

Results
The US Census Bureau reinforced the value of education in its 2005 report: “workers 18
and over with a bachelor's degree earn an average of $51,206 per year, while those with a
high school diploma earn $27,915... those without a high school diploma average
$18,734.”
Since it was established in 1988, CIHAD has had six classes
graduate. The first two classes of Dreamers completed high
school with graduation rates of 87 and 83 percent – nearly double the rate of their
counterparts who were not Dreamers. The Ginsburg Class of 1999-2004 turned a 90
percent dropout rate into a 92 percent graduation rate. From this class, Latino Dreamers
enrolled into post-secondary accredited programs at six times the norm in Colorado;
Latinas at 3.2 times the norm.* The Donnell-Kay Foundation Class of 2003 celebrated an
unprecedented 95 percent graduation rate! Male African Americans from this class
enrolled into post-secondary accredited programs at 4.7 times the norm in Colorado; the
females at 3.2 times the norm.* The Active 20/30 Class of 2006 and the Lillis Class of
2006 are projecting graduation rates two to three times their counterparts without the
Dreamer program. It is anticipated that no class will finish with less than a 70 percent
completion rate. Forty-nine recent graduates are receiving post-graduation support from
CIHAD; many of these Dreamer alumni are pursuing further education.
*Based on comparative figures provided by the Colorado Commission on Higher Education.
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"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has."
Margaret Mead

About Class Adoption
It intervenes early and is long-term. Dreamers are adopted in third grade and
receive support through high school graduation. We encourage the pursuit of
further education after graduation with college-prep activities as well as postsecondary financial assistance to every Dreamer who pursues post-secondary
education or vocational training.
It achieves success by addressing more than “just” academics. Our
philosophy is that serious societal issues reach deep and wide—and so must the
solutions to resolve those issues. While tutoring, mentoring and academic help
are important components of the CIHAD program, we also engage our
Dreamers in developing life skills, expose them to new cultural and recreational
experiences, and stress the importance of giving back to the community through service. Most importantly, we
build a relationship with the Dreamers, their families, schools and communities.
Education researchers Basile and Barker at the University of Colorado-Denver, School of Education, analyzed
CIHAD’s 2003 Outcomes Performance Survey and cited that “there is a statistically supported relationship
between the Dreamers’ sense of academic success and relationship with CIHAD, and between the Dreamers’ sense
of academic success and positive life values. Furthermore, the more the Dreamers communicated with CIHAD, the
more they believed they can achieve academic success.”

About Class Sponsors
A Class Sponsor is an entity that can commit substantial support upfront or over the 10-year program.
This entity is usually comprised of individuals, foundations, or service groups who work with CIHAD to adopt a
group of 40-50 youth. A Class Sponsor guarantees core support for the class for the ten years leading up to
high school completion. Some Class Sponsors choose to also provide college/university or vocational school
financial assistance.

Opportunities for Class Sponsor
If you choose, you may be involved in the adopted class in a number of ways:
• Work with CIHAD Board and staff to choose a mutually acceptable site for the class adoption
• Serve on the CIHAD Board of Directors
• Provide input into personnel decisions and program plans that are related to the adopted class
• Interact with the project coordinator who manages the adopted class
• Lend time and other resources to the class community to enhance the Dreamers’ experiences
• Interact with the Dreamers on a personal level
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“Now, I say to you today my friends, even though we face the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream.
It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream. I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the
true meaning of its creed: 'We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.’”
Martin Luther King Jr.

The Benefits of Class Sponsorship
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

It will dramatically change the present and future lives of a group of Denver youth who are potentially at high risk
of dropping out of school.
It is a personal way to impact the complicated issues of poverty.
It fosters a sense of stable, ongoing community to our Dreamers, who often
have very little stability in their lives.
It is supported and welcomed by the school/housing development and often
enhances their standing in their community.
It is a legacy to the Class Sponsor in name, as their class of Dreamers will be
recognized as such in all CIHAD materials, publications, press, etc., and may be
used to memorialize or honor someone of their choosing.
It is in association with other CIHAD Class Sponsors and board members who
are highly regarded citizens in the community.
It has a quantifiable return to society for its investment.

The Cost of Class Sponsorship
Class Sponsors currently qualify for prorated 50/25% state tax credits in addition to their normal tax deductions. These
greatly reduce the after-tax cost of becoming a Class Sponsor.
The current price tag associated with becoming a Class Sponsor for the Morrison & Foerster
Foundation challenge grant (and having naming rights) is $800,000. For a person in the 31 percent
tax bracket, the after-tax cost of this gift is approximately $363,000. If payment is made up-front
by the end of 2008, the total cost is $522,000. For a person in the 31 percent tax bracket, the
after-tax cost of this gift is approximately $237,000.

Societal “Return on Investment”
The comprehensive societal cost of every high school dropout was estimated by J.S. Catteral (“On
the Social Costs of Dropping Out,” The High School Journal, Vol. 71, #1, Oct-Nov 1987) to be $1.2
million dollars over the lifetime of the individual. If 25 out of a class of 50 Dreamers are
statistically predicted as dropouts—but instead 88%* do complete high school as a result of the
Dreamer program, that is 19 less dropouts than without the program or a savings to society of $22,800,000. If a Sponsor
pays for the class upfront with an after-tax estimated real cost of $290,000, that is a 79:1 return.
*A conservative success predictor for CIHAD high school completion rate. CIHAD’s first four classes have completed high school at 88%, 83%, 90%, 95%.
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